
Oil

Following two days of sharp price climbs, the sentiment turned a bit more neutral on the oil market Friday. The Brent front month 
contract closed the day at 85,34 USD/bbl, modestly down for the day but still close to the four-month highs from Thursday. The market 
rises again early Monday, as the signs of growing US demand and falling inventory levels continue to dominate, but the market will face 
technical resistance before reaching 90 USD/bbl.

Gas
For a second straight day, the European gas market edged up Friday. The increases happen despite a lack of fundamental changes, 
which indicates that the market considers the current price level a floor following the long-lasting downtrend over the previous several 
months. The market opens further up early Monday.

Coal
European coal demand remains low as the very low gas prices keep coal out of favor in the energy mix. Nonetheless, we have seen 
recent increases due to higher demand in Asia and supply concerns surrounding Russia, but we expect the market to primarily track the 
developments on the gas market also in the coming days.

Carbon
On the carbon market, we see the benchmark contract still testing the resistance level around 60 EUR/t. Friday, the contract briefly 
broke above the market, but ended up closing the day at 59,39 EUR/t. We expect the market to continue to push to break above 60 
EUR/t today, as we see rising prices early Monday as well.

Hydro
The signals from the weather forecasts are rather neutral at the moment, with both temperatures and precipitation amounts expected 
just around normal for this time of the year during the coming weeks. Following a rather wet and windy period late this week, the out-
look suggests drier conditions from early next week.

Germany
Friday, the German power market edged up once again, following the gas and carbon markets upwards. The upside remains limited 
however due to the well-supplied gas market and the weather outlook, which does not indicate any return of winter anytime soon. 
Monday, we see a bullish opening which is caused 

Equities
Last week ended with a very negative day on the international stock markets. The Stoxx600 Index fell 1,60 % in what was partly a 
response to the tech-led losses in the US in the previous session and partly a correction following recent increases. This week, the mar-
kets open a bit more optimistic, but much will depend on the upcoming central bank meetings which will be the main events of the week. 

Conclusion

On the Nordic power market, last week closed with an uptrend, with both short and long-term contracts climbing modestly along 
with the fuel markets and the German power market. The Q2-24 and 2025 contracts settled at 36,30 EUR/MWh and 39,05 EUR/MWh 
respectively. Today, we see weather forecasts that are close to seasonal average both in terms of temperatures and precipitation and 
we expect rising prices since the related markets continue up.
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16-mar 43,29 32,74 32,74 32,74 32,74 47,67 41,81 April 55,00 55,90 43,90 50,65 43,40 55,40 47,40 Day-ahead 26,99
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